Enhanced cavitation activity in a slab-shaped optical absorber during photo-mediated ultrasound therapy.
Recently, new studies have shown that combined laser and ultrasound, or photo-mediated ultrasound therapy (PUT), can enhance cavitation in optically absorptive targets to disrupt tissues through photoacoustic (PA) effect. These studies, including both experimental and theoretical investigations, have largely focused on blood vessels, which are modeled as cylindrically-shaped optical absorbers for PA wave generation and propagation. However, in many clinical situations, target tissues may not be cylindrically-shaped. In this paper we investigated the effect of PUT on a slab-shaped optical absorber, much larger than the size of the laser beam or the ultrasound focal point. Our results demonstrated that laser light could generate a PA wave that could enhance cavitation not only at the surface of a slab, but also at depths when combined with ultrasound, suggesting that PUT may be effective in enhancing cavitation in a large range of soft tissues. Our results also demonstrated that the cavitation enhancement was based on the optical absorption of the targeted tissue, allowing for self-targeting treatments when optical contrast is present. Additionally, we demonstrated that for the greatest cavitation enhancement in deeper layers a focused laser beam geometry would be most effective.